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K-7 | 125 min | Animation, Adventure, Family During her family's move to the suburbs, a sullen 10-year-old girl wanders into a world ruled by gods, witches, and spirits, and where humans are changed into beasts. Director: Hayao Miyazaki | Stars: Daveigh Chase, Suzanne Pleshette, Miyu Irino, Rumi Hiiragi Votes: 743,945 | Gross: $10.06M K-7 | 100
min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy After landing the gig of a lifetime, a New York jazz pianist suddenly finds himself trapped in a strange land between Earth and the afterlife. Directors: Pete Docter, Kemp Powers | Stars: Jamie Foxx, Tina Fey, Graham Norton, Rachel House Votes: 317,145 K-7 | 95 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy After young
Riley is uprooted from her Midwest life and moved to San Francisco, her emotions - Joy, Fear, Anger, Disgust and Sadness - conflict on how best to navigate a new city, house, and school. Directors: Pete Docter, Ronnie Del Carmen | Stars: Amy Poehler, Bill Hader, Lewis Black, Mindy Kaling Votes: 698,455 | Gross: $356.46M K-3 | 98 min | Animation,
Adventure, Family In the distant future, a small waste-collecting robot inadvertently embarks on a space journey that will ultimately decide the fate of mankind. Director: Andrew Stanton | Stars: Ben Burtt, Elissa Knight, Jeff Garlin, Fred Willard Votes: 1,096,774 | Gross: $223.81M K-7 | 103 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy The toys are mistakenly
delivered to a day-care center instead of the attic right before Andy leaves for college, and it's up to Woody to convince the other toys that they weren't abandoned and to return home. Director: Lee Unkrich | Stars: Tom Hanks, Tim Allen, Joan Cusack, Ned Beatty Votes: 823,750 | Gross: $415.00M K-7 | 100 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy When a
new toy called "Forky" joins Woody and the gang, a road trip alongside old and new friends reveals how big the world can be for a toy. Director: Josh Cooley | Stars: Tom Hanks, Tim Allen, Annie Potts, Tony Hale Votes: 244,409 | Gross: $434.04M K-7 | 105 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy Aspiring musician Miguel, confronted with his family's
ancestral ban on music, enters the Land of the Dead to find his great-great-grandfather, a legendary singer. Directors: Lee Unkrich, Adrian Molina | Stars: Anthony Gonzalez, Gael García Bernal, Benjamin Bratt, Alanna Ubach Votes: 489,019 | Gross: $209.73M PG | 100 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy A 13-year-old girl named Meilin turns into a
giant red panda whenever she gets too excited. Director: Domee Shi | Stars: Rosalie Chiang, Sandra Oh, Ava Morse, Hyein Park Votes: 108,908 K-7 | 95 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy Manolo, a young man who is torn between fulfilling the expectations of his family and following his heart, embarks on an adventure that spans three fantastic
worlds where he must face his greatest fears. Director: Jorge R. Gutiérrez | Stars: Diego Luna, Zoe Saldana, Channing Tatum, Ron Perlman Votes: 70,958 | Gross: $50.15M K-11 | 115 min | Animation, Action, Adventure While trying to lead a quiet suburban life, a family of undercover superheroes are forced into action to save the world. Director: Brad
Bird | Stars: Craig T. Nelson, Samuel L. Jackson, Holly Hunter, Jason Lee Votes: 722,350 | Gross: $261.44M K-7 | 118 min | Animation, Action, Adventure The Incredibles family takes on a new mission which involves a change in family roles: Bob Parr (Mr. Incredible) must manage the house while his wife Helen (Elastigirl) goes out to save the world.
Director: Brad Bird | Stars: Craig T. Nelson, Holly Hunter, Sarah Vowell, Huck Milner Votes: 290,894 | Gross: $608.58M K-7 | 107 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy In Ancient Polynesia, when a terrible curse incurred by the Demigod Maui reaches Moana's island, she answers the Ocean's call to seek out the Demigod to set things right. Directors:
Ron Clements, John Musker, Don Hall, Chris Williams | Stars: Auli'i Cravalho, Dwayne Johnson, Rachel House, Temuera Morrison Votes: 327,623 | Gross: $248.76M K-7 | 107 min | Animation, Action, Adventure In a realm known as Kumandra, a re-imagined Earth inhabited by an ancient civilization, a warrior named Raya is determined to find the last
dragon. Directors: Don Hall, Carlos López Estrada, Paul Briggs, John Ripa | Stars: Kelly Marie Tran, Awkwafina, Gemma Chan, Izaac Wang Votes: 146,703 K-7 | 119 min | Animation, Adventure, Family When an unconfident young woman is cursed with an old body by a spiteful witch, her only chance of breaking the spell lies with a self-indulgent yet
insecure young wizard and his companions in his legged, walking castle. Director: Hayao Miyazaki | Stars: Chieko Baishô, Takuya Kimura, Tatsuya Gashûin, Akihiro Miwa Votes: 386,037 | Gross: $4.71M K-7 | 100 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy To avoid prison, a gang of notorious animal criminals pretend to seek being rehabilitated, only for
their leader to secretly find that he genuinely wants to change his ways. Director: Pierre Perifel | Stars: Sam Rockwell, Marc Maron, Awkwafina, Craig Robinson Votes: 29,678 K-7 | 87 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy An urbane fox cannot resist returning to his farm raiding ways and then must help his community survive the farmers' retaliation.
Director: Wes Anderson | Stars: George Clooney, Meryl Streep, Bill Murray, Jason Schwartzman Votes: 228,169 | Gross: $21.00M 92 min | Animation, Comedy, Drama A tale of friendship between two unlikely pen pals: Mary, a lonely, eight-year-old girl living in the suburbs of Melbourne, and Max, a forty-four-year old, severely obese man living in
New York. Director: Adam Elliot | Stars: Toni Collette, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Eric Bana, Barry Humphries Votes: 176,262 81 min | Animation, Drama, Fantasy A story of Naoufel, a young man who is in love with Gabrielle. In another part of town, a severed hand escapes from a dissection lab, determined to find its body again. Director: Jérémy
Clapin | Stars: Hakim Faris, Victoire Du Bois, Patrick d'Assumçao, Alfonso Arfi Votes: 32,564 K-11 | 100 min | Animation, Drama, Mystery In the year 2032, Batô, a cyborg detective for the anti-terrorist unit Public Security Section 9, investigates the case of a female robot--one created solely for sexual pleasure--who slaughtered her owner. Director:
Mamoru Oshii | Stars: Akio Ôtsuka, Atsuko Tanaka, Tamio Ôki, Kôichi Yamadera Votes: 38,370 | Gross: $1.04M PG | 103 min | Animation, Adventure, Family A young apprentice hunter and her father journey to Ireland to help wipe out the last wolf pack. But everything changes when she befriends a free-spirited girl from a mysterious tribe rumored to
transform into wolves by night. Directors: Tomm Moore, Ross Stewart | Stars: Honor Kneafsey, Eva Whittaker, Sean Bean, Simon McBurney Votes: 31,358 K-7 | 93 min | Animation, Adventure, Drama Ben, a young Irish boy, and his little sister Saoirse, a girl who can turn into a seal, go on an adventure to free the fairies and save the spirit world.
Director: Tomm Moore | Stars: David Rawle, Brendan Gleeson, Lisa Hannigan, Fionnula Flanagan Votes: 57,961 | Gross: $0.86M 71 min | Animation, Adventure, Family A young boy in a remote medieval outpost under siege from barbarian raids is beckoned to adventure when a celebrated master illuminator arrives with an ancient book, brimming
with secret wisdom and powers. Directors: Tomm Moore, Nora Twomey | Stars: Evan McGuire, Brendan Gleeson, Mick Lally, Christen Mooney Votes: 35,417 | Gross: $0.69M PG | 96 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy A simple act of kindness always sparks another, even in a frozen, faraway place. When Smeerensburg's new postman, Jesper,
befriends toymaker Klaus, their gifts melt an age-old feud and deliver a sleigh full of holiday traditions. Directors: Sergio Pablos, Carlos Martínez López | Stars: Jason Schwartzman, J.K. Simmons, Rashida Jones, Will Sasso Votes: 145,221 PG-13 | 90 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy On Christmas Eve, three homeless people living on the streets of
Tokyo discover a newborn baby among the trash and set out to find its parents. Director: Satoshi Kon | Stars: Tôru Emori, Yoshiaki Umegaki, Aya Okamoto, Shôzô Îzuka Votes: 39,741 | Gross: $0.13M 62 min | Animation, Comedy, Drama Bill struggles to put together his shattered psyche, in this new feature film version of Don Hertzfeldt's animated
short film trilogy. Director: Don Hertzfeldt Votes: 13,638 K-7 | 102 min | Animation, Action, Adventure When Hiccup and Toothless discover an ice cave that is home to hundreds of new wild dragons and the mysterious Dragon Rider, the two friends find themselves at the center of a battle to protect the peace. Director: Dean DeBlois | Stars: Jay
Baruchel, Cate Blanchett, Gerard Butler, Craig Ferguson Votes: 331,596 | Gross: $177.00M K-7 | 104 min | Animation, Action, Adventure When Hiccup discovers Toothless isn't the only Night Fury, he must seek "The Hidden World", a secret Dragon Utopia before a hired tyrant named Grimmel finds it first. Director: Dean DeBlois | Stars: Jay Baruchel,
America Ferrera, F. Murray Abraham, Cate Blanchett Votes: 126,092 | Gross: $160.80M PG | 117 min | Animation, Drama, Family After her werewolf lover unexpectedly dies in an accident while hunting for food for their children, a young woman must find ways to raise the werewolf son and daughter that she had with him while keeping their trait
hidden from society. Director: Mamoru Hosoda | Stars: Aoi Miyazaki, Takao Osawa, Haru Kuroki, Yukito Nishii Votes: 44,506 K-7 | 137 min | Animation, Drama, Family Found inside a shining stalk of bamboo by an old bamboo cutter and his wife, a tiny girl grows rapidly into an exquisite young lady. The mysterious young princess enthralls all who
encounter her, but ultimately she must confront her fate, the punishment for her crime. Director: Isao Takahata | Stars: Chloë Grace Moretz, James Caan, Mary Steenburgen, James Marsden Votes: 46,084 | Gross: $1.51M K-7 | 92 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy In order to power the city, monsters have to scare children so that they scream.
However, the children are toxic to the monsters, and after a child gets through, two monsters realize things may not be what they think. Directors: Pete Docter, David Silverman, Lee Unkrich | Stars: Billy Crystal, John Goodman, Mary Gibbs, Steve Buscemi Votes: 894,210 | Gross: $289.92M K-7 | 104 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy A look at the
relationship between Mike Wazowski (Billy Crystal) and James P. "Sully" Sullivan (John Goodman) during their days at Monsters University, when they weren't necessarily the best of friends. Director: Dan Scanlon | Stars: Billy Crystal, John Goodman, Steve Buscemi, Helen Mirren Votes: 355,132 | Gross: $268.49M K-11 | 91 min | Animation, Comedy,
Family Three teens discover that their neighbor's house is really a living, breathing, scary monster. Director: Gil Kenan | Stars: Mitchel Musso, Sam Lerner, Spencer Locke, Ryan Whitney Votes: 117,402 | Gross: $73.66M K-15 | 90 min | Documentary, Animation, Biography An Israeli film director interviews fellow veterans of the 1982 invasion of
Lebanon to reconstruct his own memories of his term of service in that conflict. Director: Ari Folman | Stars: Ari Folman, Ron Ben-Yishai, Ronny Dayag, Ori Sivan Votes: 57,857 | Gross: $2.28M K-12 | 96 min | Animation, Action, Crime Four expert thieves attempt to steal every famous artwork that is haunting their mutual psychotherapist. A detective
attempts to find out who the "Collector" is. Director: Milorad Krstic | Stars: Iván Kamarás, Csaba Márton, Gabriella Hámori, Matt Devere Votes: 7,651 | Gross: $0.12M K-7 | 87 min | Animation, Drama, Fantasy A TV interviewer and his cameraman meet a former actress and travel through her memories and career. Director: Satoshi Kon | Stars:
Miyoko Shôji, Shôzô Îzuka, Mami Koyama, Fumiko Orikasa Votes: 27,836 | Gross: $0.19M K-7 | 102 min | Animation, Action, Adventure A special bond develops between plus-sized inflatable robot Baymax and prodigy Hiro Hamada, who together team up with a group of friends to form a band of high-tech heroes. Directors: Don Hall, Chris Williams |
Stars: Ryan Potter, Scott Adsit, Jamie Chung, T.J. Miller Votes: 454,813 | Gross: $222.53M K-7 | 90 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy A mean lord exiles fairytale creatures to the swamp of a grumpy ogre, who must go on a quest and rescue a princess for the lord in order to get his land back. Directors: Andrew Adamson, Vicky Jenson | Stars: Mike
Myers, Eddie Murphy, Cameron Diaz, John Lithgow Votes: 666,323 | Gross: $267.67M K-3 | 93 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy Shrek and Fiona travel to the Kingdom of Far Far Away, where Fiona's parents are King and Queen, to celebrate their marriage. When they arrive, they find they are not as welcome as they thought they would be.
Directors: Andrew Adamson, Kelly Asbury, Conrad Vernon | Stars: Mike Myers, Eddie Murphy, Cameron Diaz, Julie Andrews Votes: 456,800 | Gross: $436.47M 98 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy A high-school girl named Makoto acquires the power to travel back in time, and decides to use it for her own personal benefits. Little does she know
that she is affecting the lives of others just as much as she is her own. Director: Mamoru Hosoda | Stars: Riisa Naka, Takuya Ishida, Mitsutaka Itakura, Ayami Kakiuchi Votes: 65,921 PG | 98 min | Animation, Adventure, Drama A young boy encounters a magical garden which enables him to travel through time and meet his relatives from different
eras, with guidance by his younger sister from the future. Director: Mamoru Hosoda | Stars: Rebecca Hall, John Cho, Daniel Dae Kim, Crispin Freeman Votes: 15,730 | Gross: $0.81M 63 min | Animation, Drama, Family Told in three interconnected segments, we follow a young man named Takaki through his life as cruel winters, cold technology, and
finally, adult obligations and responsibility converge to test the delicate petals of love. Director: Makoto Shinkai | Stars: Kenji Mizuhashi, Yoshimi Kondou, Satomi Hanamura, Ayaka Onoue Votes: 57,504 PG | 80 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy The story of an unlikely friendship between a bear, Ernest, and a young mouse named Celestine.
Directors: Stéphane Aubier, Vincent Patar, Benjamin Renner | Stars: Lambert Wilson, Pauline Brunner, Anne-Marie Loop, Patrice Melennec Votes: 20,443 | Gross: $0.29M K-7 | 100 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy The magically long-haired Rapunzel has spent her entire life in a tower, but now that a runaway thief has stumbled upon her, she is
about to discover the world for the first time, and who she really is. Directors: Nathan Greno, Byron Howard | Stars: Mandy Moore, Zachary Levi, Donna Murphy, Ron Perlman Votes: 446,013 | Gross: $200.82M K-7 | 102 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy When the newly crowned Queen Elsa accidentally uses her power to turn things into ice to
curse her home in infinite winter, her sister Anna teams up with a mountain man, his playful reindeer, and a snowman to change the weather condition. Directors: Chris Buck, Jennifer Lee | Stars: Kristen Bell, Idina Menzel, Jonathan Groff, Josh Gad Votes: 616,772 | Gross: $400.74M K-7 | 103 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy Anna, Elsa, Kristoff,
Olaf and Sven leave Arendelle to travel to an ancient, autumn-bound forest of an enchanted land. They set out to find the origin of Elsa's powers in order to save their kingdom. Directors: Chris Buck, Jennifer Lee | Stars: Kristen Bell, Idina Menzel, Josh Gad, Jonathan Groff Votes: 168,224 | Gross: $477.37M K-7 | 80 min | Animation, Comedy, Drama
When her grandson is kidnapped during the Tour de France, Madame Souza and her beloved pooch Bruno team up with the Belleville Sisters--an aged song-and-dance team from the days of Fred Astaire--to rescue him. Director: Sylvain Chomet | Stars: Michèle Caucheteux, Jean-Claude Donda, Michel Robin, Monica Viegas Votes: 54,399 | Gross:
$7.00M PG-13 | 129 min | Animation, Drama, Family Set in Hiroshima during World War II, an eighteen-year-old girl gets married and now has to prepare food for her family despite the rationing and lack of supplies. As she struggles with the... See full summary » Director: Sunao Katabuchi | Stars: Non, Ava Pickard, Kenna Pickard, Karen Strassman
Votes: 11,010 K-7 | 105 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy It's 1941 but France is trapped in the nineteenth century, governed by steam and Napoleon V, where scientists vanish mysteriously. Avril (Marion Cotillard), a teenage girl, goes in search of her missing scientist parents. Directors: Christian Desmares, Franck Ekinci | Stars: Marion Cotillard,
Marc-André Grondin, Philippe Katerine, Jean Rochefort Votes: 7,712 | Gross: $0.29M S | 88 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy Snoopy embarks upon his greatest mission as he and his team take to the skies to pursue their archnemesis, while his best pal Charlie Brown begins his own epic quest back home to win the love of his life. Director: Steve
Martino | Stars: Noah Schnapp, Bill Melendez, Hadley Belle Miller, Francesca Capaldi Votes: 45,969 | Gross: $130.18M K-7 | 100 min | Animation, Action, Adventure An ordinary LEGO construction worker, thought to be the prophesied as "special", is recruited to join a quest to stop an evil tyrant from gluing the LEGO universe into eternal stasis.
Directors: Phil Lord, Christopher Miller | Stars: Chris Pratt, Will Ferrell, Elizabeth Banks, Will Arnett Votes: 350,999 | Gross: $257.76M K-7 | 104 min | Animation, Action, Adventure A cooler-than-ever Bruce Wayne must deal with the usual suspects as they plan to rule Gotham City, while discovering that he has accidentally adopted a teenage orphan
who wishes to become his sidekick. Director: Chris McKay | Stars: Will Arnett, Michael Cera, Rosario Dawson, Ralph Fiennes Votes: 149,328 | Gross: $175.75M PG-13 | 97 min | Animation, Adventure, Drama A coming-of-age story set in the suburbs of Houston, Texas in the summer of 1969, centered around the historic Apollo 11 moon landing.
Director: Richard Linklater | Stars: Milo Coy, Jack Black, Lee Eddy, Bill Wise Votes: 7,063 S | 103 min | Animation, Drama, Family Due to 12 y.o. Anna's asthma, she's sent to stay with relatives of her guardian in the Japanese countryside. She likes to be alone, sketching. She befriends Marnie. Who is the mysterious, blonde Marnie. Director: Hiromasa
Yonebayashi | Stars: Sara Takatsuki, Kasumi Arimura, Nanako Matsushima, Susumu Terajima Votes: 40,097 | Gross: $0.77M K-7 | 101 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy A video game villain wants to be a hero and sets out to fulfill his dream, but his quest brings havoc to the whole arcade where he lives. Director: Rich Moore | Stars: John C. Reilly,
Jack McBrayer, Jane Lynch, Sarah Silverman Votes: 417,089 | Gross: $189.42M K-7 | 112 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy Six years after the events of "Wreck-It Ralph," Ralph and Vanellope, now friends, discover a wi-fi router in their arcade, leading them into a new adventure. Directors: Phil Johnston, Rich Moore | Stars: John C. Reilly, Sarah
Silverman, Gal Gadot, Taraji P. Henson Votes: 157,872 | Gross: $201.09M K-13 | 90 min | Animation, Drama, Fantasy When a machine that allows therapists to enter their patients' dreams is stolen, all hell breaks loose. Only a young female therapist, Paprika, can stop it. Director: Satoshi Kon | Stars: Megumi Hayashibara, Tôru Emori, Katsunosuke
Hori, Tôru Furuya Votes: 82,283 | Gross: $0.88M K-7 | 98 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy When Gru, the world's most super-bad turned super-dad has been recruited by a team of officials to stop lethal muscle and a host of Gru's own, He has to fight back with new gadgetry, cars, and more minion madness. Directors: Pierre Coffin, Chris Renaud |
Stars: Steve Carell, Kristen Wiig, Benjamin Bratt, Miranda Cosgrove Votes: 396,610 | Gross: $368.06M K-3 | 101 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy A five-year-old boy develops a relationship with Ponyo, a young goldfish princess who longs to become a human after falling in love with him. Director: Hayao Miyazaki | Stars: Cate Blanchett, Matt
Damon, Liam Neeson, Tomoko Yamaguchi Votes: 141,878 | Gross: $15.09M K-7 | 100 min | Animation, Drama, Family An adventurous 11-year-old girl finds another world that is a strangely idealized version of her frustrating home, but it has sinister secrets. Director: Henry Selick | Stars: Dakota Fanning, Teri Hatcher, John Hodgman, Jennifer
Saunders Votes: 223,164 | Gross: $75.29M K-3 | 94 min | Animation, Adventure, Drama The Clock family are four-inch-tall people who live anonymously in another family's residence, borrowing simple items to make their home. Life changes for the Clocks when their teenage daughter, Arrietty, is discovered. Director: Hiromasa Yonebayashi | Stars:
Amy Poehler, Will Arnett, Mirai Shida, Ryûnosuke Kamiki Votes: 91,624 | Gross: $19.20M K-7 | 106 min | Animation, Drama, Fantasy Two strangers find themselves linked in a bizarre way. When a connection forms, will distance be the only thing to keep them apart? Director: Makoto Shinkai | Stars: Ryûnosuke Kamiki, Mone Kamishiraishi, Ryô
Narita, Aoi Yûki Votes: 257,972 | Gross: $5.02M 130 min | Animation, Drama A young man is ostracized by his classmates after he bullies a deaf girl to the point where she moves away. Years later, he sets off on a path for redemption. Director: Naoko Yamada | Stars: Miyu Irino, Saori Hayami, Aoi Yûki, Kenshô Ono Votes: 78,136 77 min | Animation,
Comedy, Crime A city in southern China and a bag containing a million yuan draw several people from diverse backgrounds with different personal motives into a bloody conflict. Director: Jian Liu | Stars: Changlong Zhu, Kai Cao, Jian Liu, Siming Yang Votes: 2,009 | Gross: $0.08M 126 min | Animation, Drama, Fantasy A sinful spirit is granted the
opportunity to prove worthy for rebirth, inhabiting the body of a student who killed himself. Director: Keiichi Hara | Stars: Kumiko Asô, Chris Ayres, Greg Ayres, Clint Bickham Votes: 6,250 PG | 81 min | Animation, Adventure, Drama In 1882, a young Russian aristocrat goes on an epic adventure to find out what happened to her grandfather and save
her family's reputation. Director: Rémi Chayé | Stars: Christa Théret, Féodor Atkine, Peter Hudson, Tom Morton Votes: 3,499 K-7 | 92 min | Animation, Action, Adventure To everyone's surprise, including his own, Po, an overweight, clumsy panda, is chosen as protector of the Valley of Peace. His suitability will soon be tested as the valley's arch-enemy
is on his way. Directors: Mark Osborne, John Stevenson | Stars: Jack Black, Ian McShane, Angelina Jolie, Dustin Hoffman Votes: 462,219 | Gross: $215.43M
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